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Energy Investing DeMystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	FUEL your portfolio with SMART ENERGY INVESTING


	ELECTRICITY. BIO-FUELS. NATURAL GAS. OIL. They power the world. And if you know what you're doing, they can power your investment portfolio.


	Energy Investing DeMYSTiFieD provides the information, insight, and tools you need to immediately start investing in...
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Topical Issues of Rational Use of Natural Resources: Proceedings of the International Forum-Contest of Young Researchers, April 18-20, 2018, St. Petersburg, RussiaCRC Press, 2018

	
		Topical Issues of Rational Use of Natural Resources contains the contributions presented at International Forum-Contest of Young Researchers 2018 (St. Petersburg Mining University, Russia, 18-20 April 2018). The Forum-Contest is an excellent opportunity for young researchers to present their work to the scientific community...
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More on Mediterranean Diets (World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics, Vol. 97)Karger, 2006

	This book is an update of the previous volume on Mediterranean diets published in 2000, which provided extensive reviews of the various diets existing in the Mediterranean region. Since then, a number of studies have been published on the relationship between a Mediterranean-type of diet and chronic diseases. However, because the ‘diet...
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Fluid-Structure Interactions, Second Edition: Slender Structures and Axial FlowAcademic Press, 2014

	This book deals with the dynamics of slender, mainly cylindrical or quasi-cylindrical, bodies in contact

	with axial flow—such that the structure either contains the flow or is immersed in it, or both. Dynamics

	is used here in its generic sense, including aspects of stability, thus covering both self-excited and free or

	forced...
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Reservoir Engineering HandbookGulf Professional, 2001
"...this publication provides a comprehensive and up-to-date reference tool for the reservoir engineer or reservoir engineering student.  It covers reservoir fluid behaviour and properties, including laboratory analysis and reservoir fluid flow.  It provides a guide to predicting oil reservoir performance through analysis of oil recovery...
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Integrated Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry: Sustainability and Capability DevelopmentIGI Global, 2012

	The concept of a capability platform can be used to argue how firms engage networked relationships to

	embed learning/performance into distinctive practices rather than focusing only on technology. In fact

	the capability language allows us to unpack the role of technology by emphasizing its interaction with

	people, process, and...
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Coming Full Circle: The Seneca Nation of Indians, 1848–1934 (Volume 17) (New Directions in Native American Studies Series)University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		The disastrous Buffalo Creek Treaty of 1838 called for the Senecas’ removal to Kansas (then part of the Indian Territory). From this low point, the Seneca Nation of Indians, which today occupies three reservations in western New York, sought to rebound. Beginning with events leading to the Seneca Revolution in 1848, which...
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Don't Oil the Squeaky Wheel: And 19 Other Contrarian Ways to Improve Your Leadership EffectivenessMcGraw-Hill, 2004
  

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. How many of you agree with this statement? This
is what I like to ask my audience members. And guess what, virtually all
hands go up. (I bet you agreed too?) I don’t! Here is why. The number of
leaders and managers I have had the opportunity to work with who know
how to lead people always...
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Web Application Vulnerabilities: Detect, Exploit, PreventSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book is about Web Application Hacking.  The world-renowned authors teach the reader to use publicly available tools to conduct thorough assessments of web application. This assessment process provides the reader with an understanding of Web application vulnerabilities and how they are exploited. The book goes on to teach the reader to detect,...
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Outboard Engines: Maintenance, Troubleshooting, and Repair, Second EditionInternational Marine, 2008

	The first edition of Outboard Engines set the standard for a clear, easy-to-follow primer on engine basics, troubleshooting, care, and repair. This new edition, significantly expanded, brings the subject up to date, with full coverage of the new four-stroke engines, conventional electronic and direct fuel-injection systems, oil-mix...
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Ethical and Social Issues in the Information Age (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
As I wrote in my second edition preface, since the publication of the second edition in 2003, there have been tremendous changes in the fields of computer science and information sciences. During this period, we have become more dependent on computer and telecommunication technology than ever before. As we, individually and as nations, become more...
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Beyond Corporate Social Responsibility: Oil Multinationals and Social ChallengesCambridge University Press, 2009
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has emerged as an important approach for addressing the social and environmental impact of company activities. Yet companies are increasingly expected to go beyond this. They are now often expected to assist in addressing many of the world's most pressing problems, including climate change, poverty and...
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